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R2R Event Logger Status

• used by science party members to record all sampling activities during cruise
• uses controlled vocabulary terms for participant names and instrument (device) names
• Event Logger System currently installed on 12 vessels in the UNOLS fleet
• used on 22 cruises since September 2015
• used on 119 cruises since 2010
Event Logger vessel installations

- LDEO: Langseth
- LUMCON: Pelican
- OSU: Oceanus
- SIO: Revelle, Sally Ride, Sproul
- UDEL: Sharp
- UAF: Sikuliaq
- URI: Endeavor
- UW: Thompson
- WHOI: Armstrong, Atlantis
Event Logger System

Request: http://elog.whoi.edu/ or http://www.rvdata.us/contact/elog

More information: http://elog.whoi.edu/

Events logged during cruise; mirrored ashore

Precruise config

Post-cruise science
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Example: R/V KNORR cruise 210 leg 4
Science party logged 1841 sampling events from 18 instrument systems.
http://www.rvdata.us/contact/elog
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